What are the ideas and goals of the Summer Schools?
In order to experiment with different approaches and to gain experiences how to link teaching, learning and
training data literacy with context we planned to organize three teaching events in the format of a summer
school. Each summer school should,
• be dedicated to teaching data literacy in the context of universities of applied sciences,
• be dedicated to a different topic and domain,
• serve to test different learning environments and tools,
• serve to gain experiences with teaching cross domain data skills as well as domain specific data skills,
• integrate stakeholders outside the university

How was the IO implemented?

Results and insights of the IO?

Key ideas of implementation

DaLiCo Summer Schools
(1) 09/2020: “Doing cool things” with

Ø Holistic approach considering all

Open (Governmental) Data

steps of the data lifecycle, focusing on
selected competencies
Ø Organized around a collaborative

data project, working with real data
Ø Considering different teacher roles:

(external) expert, presenter, skill
training, coach, teachers as colearners

(2) 07/2021: Advancing digital and

Ø Virtual concepts - due to Corona

data skills in the health sector

restrictions
Ø Division of responsibilities between

the partners in preparation of the
events (common concept, responsible
organizer at the organizing university,
integration of teachers, coaches and
co-learners from all partner
institutions)
Ø Testing different virtual learning

environments (Zoom and Moodle,
MS-Teams and Dataiku)
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(3) 07/2022: Exploring research data

management
Results / Deliverables:
reusable planning process, timeline,
programme template, concept of data
project platform; evaluation form

What are ideas for future developments?
Open questions
• What are possible ways to integrate the summer school format into the regular university curriculum?
And how could ECTS points be credited?
• What kind of feedback concept would be appropriate for the participants'
• How can the evaluation concept be enhanced?
• How could the package for the adoption and adaptation of the Summer School concept be put together?
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